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ABSTRACT

An ideal CAI system is to allow users(teachers) to be able to create their own coursewares even though they possess no knowledge of programming. In this paper, we propose a visual programming approach to achieve this goal. We present a Visual Programming Synthesizer(VIPS) which allow users to sketch their well-written coursewares in visual. Through the interface language of VIPS, a user defined courseware can be self-synthesized into a complete internal structure. This internal structure holds properties of knowledgable objects and the execution flow of the courseware. We also present a mapping algorithm to transform the internal structure into a set of Horn clauses so that coursewares developed under VIPS can run on Prolog systems.
1. INTRODUCTION

Computer aided instruction (CAI) is one of the important issues in computer applications. An ideal CAI system\textsuperscript{1,10,15} is to allow the end users (teachers) to be able to create their own application programs even though they possess no knowledge of programming. Such kind of demands in computer applications also can be widely seen in the area of office information system (OIS)\textsuperscript{4,11,12,16,20}. However, in CAI, a smart courseware that can diagnosis and remedy student's errors and evaluate the progress of learning is essential. Consequently, friendly user-interface facilities as well as intelligent performance must be emphasized in CAI applications. It is hard to implement such a CAI system under conventional programming environment because such an environment is designed for programmers to use. On the other hand, under artificial intelligence programming environment alone, it seems still very difficult to handle the facts and the rules of colorful courseware expressions very well. Thus, a new environment is needed in CAI applications.

The major issues of visual programming are to provide a friendly environment for NP-professionals (Non-Programmers) to develop their own application programs visually\textsuperscript{9,14,17,18,19}. In this paper, we present a VIsual Programming Synthesizer (VIPS) as a vehicle for teachers to develop their own coursewares. A simple courseware example of theorem proving on triangle coincidence is illustrated to demonstrate the features of VIPS. Under this environment, the forms dealt with contain text (in particular Chinese characters), static graphics (line drawing and bit-map), dynamic graphics (animation), rules, and voices. In order to distinguish them from office forms, we call them the V-Forms.

Just like other form models\textsuperscript{17,18,19,20}, our V-Form model consists of a V-Form type and a V-Form instance. A V-Form type describes the structure of a V-Form system, while a V-Form instance is obtained after filling values into the contents of the described V-Form type. The V-Form instance is a program that fits the concept of embedded procedures for computational and controlling requirements. Hence, facilities for conditional and unconditional control switches are also included in the V-Form model. Based on the V-Form model, VIPS offers a two-dimensional non-procedural language as a user-friendly interface to define and manipulate V-Forms on the screen. This interface language includes two parts: a V-Form Definition Language (VDL) and a V-Form Manipulation Language (VML).
After processing VDL and VML, a complete internal form for each application can be self-synthesized. Then a mapping algorithm that transforms the self-synthesized internal structure into a program of Prolog clauses converts CAI courseware into an executable program. V-Form instances that are text-only can be executed by a Prolog interpreter rules are also translated into Horn clauses, V-Form instances other than text are treated as a series of procedure calls which invoke graphics and voice subsystems for execution.

In the following, we discuss the language environment of VIPS in section 2, the V-Form model in section 3, the CAI courseware design through the interface language in section 4, and the interpreting environment in section 5.

2. VISUAL LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT

We shall define the visual language formally as follows. Let \( D \) be the domain of what-you-sketch and \( y_i \) be a sketched object, \( y_i \in D \). Suppose \( y_i \) can be generated by an inferred grammer \( G_i \), then a visual language is

\[
L_v = \{ y_i \mid y_i \in D, \text{ and } y_i \in L^+(G_i) \},
\]

where

\[
L(G_i) = L^+(G_i) \cup L^-(G_i) = \{ \text{positive_sample} \} \cup \{ \text{negative_sample} \}.
\]

The positive sample is an information sequence of \( L(G_i) \) containing only codes from \( L^+(G_i) \) which is a set of objects described by the user. On the other hand, the negative sample is the parasitical product of \( G_i \) and is not included in the visual language. In other words, a visual language is a formal language that contains only objects sketched by the users.

As we know, there are three types of languages, i.e., regular, context-free, and context-sensitive that can be generated by an inferred grammar in the limit. Among them, context-free languages are not powerful enough to describe the programming applications, but context-sensitive languages are very complex for analysis. Therefore, the visual language \( L_v \), which is used to get the desired applications in what-you-sketch-is-what-you-get manner of
operations, can be implemented on a context-free programmed grammar\textsuperscript{6} that can simulate the behavior of the inferred grammar $G_i$ of $L_V$. In other words, the visual programming itself is an interactive process which allows the user to describe the inference algorithm by himself. Here, the inference algorithm is a process of describing the positive samples as designed by the user. In formal language aspect, VIPS' inferred grammar is a context-free programmed grammar and the class synthesized by VIPS can be a context-sensitive language.

There are some design methods for visual programming languages\textsuperscript{9,14,17,18,19}. However, a systematic approach to a theoretical sound methodology is still under developing. Here, we consider a visual programming synthesizer which is interactive and application-oriented with the following features: (1) easy to use -- various user friendly facilities such as icons, pointing devices, and menus are included; (2) visual directed objects -- V-Forms are used as the fundamental objects of VIPS because they are more akin to the user's view point; (3) non-conventional programming nature -- users only need to describe the external representation of objects instead of writing a series of instruction codes; (4) for non-programmers -- since application programs are generated automatically by VIPS, users can concentrate in expressing their knowledge to obtain a better presentation; (5) portable -- V-Form system generated by VIPS is always consistent in its internal structure, to transport VIPS from one system to another is simply by a mapping which transforms the internal structure to an executable program, such as Prolog.

3. V-FORM MODEL

3.1 External Structure

VIPS allows users to open several windows on a screen. Each window is treated as a V-Form. The informant presentation data in a V-Form may include text, static graphics, dynamic graphics, rules, and voices. They are represented in V-Forms.

Let $\Pi$ be a set of codes to be displayed, $\Delta$ be a set of alphanumerics, $\mathcal{C}$ be a set of Chinese characters, $\beta$ be a set of graphic codes, $\Omega$ be a set of drawing attributes, and $\Sigma = \Pi \cup \Delta \cup \mathcal{C} \cup \beta \cup \Omega$. Then the domain of a V-Form belongs to $\Sigma^*$, where $^*$ denotes the Kleene closure\textsuperscript{8}. All
V-Forms of an application are subset of D and are considered as the positive samples of L(G_i).

A V-Form is a pair of a V-Form type F and a V-Form instance I defined below. A V-Form type consists of a scheme S and a template T_s for S.

[Definition 1] A scheme S is the logical structure of a V-Form. It can be recursively defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
<S> & ::= <M> | <A> \\
<A> & ::= <S> | <S>, <A> \\
<M> & ::= <Type>:<Identifier> \\
<Type> & ::= TEXT | GRAPH | BIT-MAP | RULE \\
& \quad ANIMATION | VOICE | VFORM
\end{align*}
\]

For example, consider the first V-Form of a CAI_Course shown in Fig. 4.3(a). The scheme for this V-Form is defined in the following expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CAI\_Course} & = \text{[TEXT:Topic, ANIMATION:Pic1, ANIMATION:Pic2, TEXT:Ask,} \\
& \quad \text{VFORM:Yes, VFORM:No]} \\
\text{VFORM:No} & = \text{[...]} \\
\text{VFORM:Yes} & = \text{[...]} \\
& \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

The hierarchical structure of the scheme for the CAI_Course is given in Fig. 3.1, where a circle means a V-Form which contains another V-Forms, a box represents a minimum V-Form which contains no other V-Forms (also called an atom).

[Definition 2] A template T_s is a visual structure of a V-Form that represents a two-dimensional display format and visual properties of a scheme S.

The template for the scheme of Fig. 4.3(a) is given in Fig. 3.2, where the V-Forms TEXT:Topic, ANIMATION:Pic1, ANIMATION:Pic2, and TEXT:Ask are atoms, but VFORM:Yes and VFORM:No are not. As shown in Fig. 3.1, each V-Form may contain other V-Forms (A V-Form F_j is said to be a sub-VForm of F_i if and only if F_i contains F_j) and hence a hierarchical structure is formed. A template also describes the control flow of the V-Form node. For instances,
when VFORM:Yes (sub-VForm of CAI_Course) of Fig. 3.2 is selected then the display will be switched to that of its descendent V-Form node F2 (Fig. 4.3 b).

[Definition 3] A V-Form instance for a V-Form type F is defined as a mapping which assigns a value to each atom of F. The value of a V-Form may have the following types: TEXT,
GRAPH, BIT-MAP, ANIMATION, VOICE, and RULE. One of the V-Form instance of Fig. 3.2 is shown in Fig. 4.3(a).

As stated above, a V-Form type can be filled with different contents to obtain different kinds of V-Form instances. Therefore, a V-Form type is just like a language, from which a user can write many programs, which in this model are V-Form instances.

3.2 Internal Structure

The internal structure links four kinds of nodes, namely, system node, form control node, mode node, and action node. The system node (SN) keeps all information of the V-Form system. The form control node (FCN) describes the characteristics of its corresponding V-Form (atom or non-atom). The mode node (MN) contains the content and the display attribute of an atom. The action node (AN) contains the embedded components, such as conditions, actions, or procedures.

Accordingly, an atom is represented by a FCN which has a pointer pointing to a MN. A non-atom V-Form is also represented by a FCN but has a pointer (in FCN) pointing to a list of FCN which describes its sub-VForms. The list of FCN, also called a form control table (FCT), describes the V-Form structure within a window. Fig. 3.3 shows part of the internal structure of the V-Form system CAI_Course (only F1 of Fig. 4.3 is shown).

Fig. 3.3 The internal structure of the V-Form F1 of Fig. 4.1
4. CAI COURSEWARE DESIGN THROUGH INTERFACE LANGUAGE

VIPS contains an interface language which allows teachers to describe their own well-written courseware visually. In the following, we shall describe the Interface Language briefly and give an example to show how a CAI courseware can be designed through this language.

4.1 Interface Language

The interface language in VIPS is a two-dimensional non-procedural language which offers users to define and manipulate V-Forms on the screen. It has two parts: VDL and VML described as follows.

4.1.1 V-Form Definition Language

As mentioned in section 3, a V-Form consists of a V-Form type and a V-Form instance. Hence, V-Form Definition Language is divided into a skeleton phase and an editing phase to define V-Form type and V-Form instance respectively.

The skeleton phase is to define the V-Form type by manipulating the screen directly and visually. It provides many primitive operations which allow users to sketch what V-Form types shall be in their conceptual model. Table 1 shows a summary of the primitive operations of the skeleton phase in VDL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Primitive Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>BEGIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Handling</td>
<td>LOAD, SAVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Manipulation</td>
<td>EXTEND, RETURN, SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Management</td>
<td>OPEN, ERASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Redefining</td>
<td>DEFINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instance Generation</td>
<td>EDIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>COPY, HOME</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Primitive operations of Skeleton Phase in VDL
The editing phase is to fill in each V-Form type with a V-Form instance. Table 2 shows a summary of the primitive operations of the editing phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Primitive Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Management</td>
<td>FILL, SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Manipulation</td>
<td>GOTO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure Processing</td>
<td>CONDITION, ACTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience</td>
<td>ALIAS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Primitive operations of Editing Phase in VDL

4.1.2. V-Form Manipulation Language

VML is a language to manipulate V-Form instances gotten from VDL. As described earlier, a V-Form instance can be regarded as a user-defined program. Thus, VML, similar to a program editor, can manipulate V-Form instances at will. It provides users the following operations: (1) displaying, (2) inserting, (3) removing, (4) modifying, (5) grouping, and (6) degrouping. A V-Form instance can be manipulated by the operations (1), (2), (3), and (4), while grouping and degrouping operations allow users to restructure the existing V-Form instances. The primitive operations of VML are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Primitive Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displaying</td>
<td>DISPLAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Handling</td>
<td>LOAD, SAVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atom Manipulation</td>
<td>INSERT, REMOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Modification</td>
<td>UPDATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instance Management</td>
<td>GROUP, DEGROUP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Primitive operations of VML

The operations of displaying, atom manipulation, content modification, and file handling are similar to many other form manipulations. A slight difference for VML from others is to include the operations of grouping and degrouping. Fig. 4.1 shows an example of grouping. The grouping operation adds a complementary course, V-Form instance in HELP.INS file, to the
As demonstrated in the illustrated example, we know that to prove the equivalence of two triangles, we simply put these two triangles together and see if they can be completely matched. Now, in the following we shall demonstrate a theorem proving on triangle coincidence.

Two given triangles are said to be equivalent if their vertices, sides, and intersecting angles can be exactly matched. Two vertices (sides, angles) which can be matched are called the corresponding vertices (sides, angles) of these two triangles.

We use the symbol $\triangle ABC$ to represent a triangle with vertices $A$, $B$, and $C$. If two given triangles $\triangle ABC$ and $\triangle A'B'C'$ are equivalent with vertices $A$, $B$, and $C$ corresponding to $A'$, $B'$, and $C'$ respectively, then we use $\triangle ABC \equiv \triangle A'B'C'$ to denote their equivalence.

Fig. 4.1 Example of Grouping
node F3 of the V-Form instance CAI_Course. Notice that, the operations of inserting, removing, and modifying can not change the branches of control flow, but the operations of grouping and degrouping can change them. The new structural relationship between two grouped V-Form instances is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). Fig. 4.2 shows the logical structure after grouping. Degrouping is just the reverse of grouping. Both operations can only operate on independent V-Form instances, i.e., the grouped/degrouped V-Form instances must be structurally unrelated.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 4.2 Logical structure of CAI_Course after Grouping

4.2 CAI Courseware Design

Fig. 4.3 shows a courseware for the purpose of demonstrating the concept of geometrical coincidence. Fig. 4.3 (a) is the first frame of the courseware with two triangles circling around in different speeds, one is twice faster than the other so that both circling triangles will stop and coincide at the stop one. A touch/selection to the VFORM: Yes starts the practice to learn the concept of geometrical coincidence.

To design this CAI courseware, teachers with or without programming language background can concentrate in describing their specialized knowledge as the process of how to get the desired
courseware. The interface language which provides some user-friendly facilities will allow them easily to implement the courseware.

Once a teacher has prepared his/her own well-written sheets in V-Forms according to the courseware, he/she can interactively define the V-Form type with a sequence of skeleton phase commands in VDL. For example, we can define the V-Form type given in Fig. 3.2 by the following interactive sequence\(^2\):

```
VDL> BEGIN CAL Course
VDL> OPEN TEXT AT 6 21 WITH 38 1 AS Topic
VDL> OPEN ANIMATION AT 2 35 WITH 10 4 AS Pic1
VDL> OPEN ANIMATION AT 9 35 WITH 10 4 AS Pic2
VDL> OPEN TEXT AT 14 20 WITH 40 3 AS Ask
VDL> OPEN VFORM AT 17 4 WITH 8 1 AS Yes
VDL> OPEN VFORM AT 17 66 WITH 8 1 AS No
VDL>
```

When an entire V-Form type of the courseware is obtained, the operations of editing phase are used to fill in the contents of the V-Form type. For example, V-Form instance in Fig. 4.3(a) can be created from Fig. 3.2 through the following interactive sequence of commands:

```
VDL> EDIT Topic
VDL$ED> FILL /* cursor is now at the beginning of V-Form TEXT:Topic, user can now key in text 'Theorem proving on triangle coincidence' */
VDL$ED> SET ATTRIBUTE BOLD
VDL$ED> EXIT
VDL> EDIT Pic1
VDL$ED> FILL
...
VDL$ED> EXIT
VDL> EDIT Pic2
VDL$ED> FILL
...
VDL$ED> EXIT
...
```

If an atom has procedures embedded, then it is edited by the procedure processing and flow manipulation operations. Notice that, from F4 to F9 of Fig. 4.3, the whole screen is partitioned into two regions. The right-lower region is a window which allows a user to touch/select the appropriate answer within it. V-Forms marked with asterisk are displayed only when correct facts
are chosen. Fig. 4.4 shows the self-synthesized control flow of the V-Form instance illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

(a) F1

Can you identify which of the four upper-right triangles is equivalent to triangle A?

- TRY AGAIN!
- VERY GOOD!

(b) F2

Fig. 4.3 V-Form instance of template CAI_Course
As demonstrated in the illustrated example, we know that
to prove the equivalence of two triangles, we simply put these two triangles together
and see if they can be completely.

Now, in the following we shall demonstrate a theorem proving on triangle coincidence.

Note: \( \longrightarrow \) denotes delay of a period of time between two consecutive V-Form.

(c) F3

Theorem: Given any two triangles if they exhibit two equal sides with same intersecting angles, then they are equivalent.

Example:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Given: } & \triangle ABC \text{ and } \triangle DEF \\
\text{Prove: } & \triangle ABC \cong \triangle DEF \\
\text{Problem: } & \text{Show that } \triangle ABC \cong \triangle DEF \\
\text{Proof: } & (a) \text{Move } \triangle ABC \text{ to } \triangle DEF \text{. Now, point } A \text{ and point } D \text{ are matched.} \\
& (b) \text{Since } AB \parallel EF \text{, then side } AB \text{ can cover side } EF \text{ completely and point } B \text{ and point } E \text{ are matched.} \\
& (c) \text{Since } \angle A \cong \angle E \text{, then side } AC \text{ can cover side } DF \text{ completely.} \\
& (d) \text{Since } AC \parallel DF \text{, then point } C \text{ and point } F \text{ are matched.} \\
& (e) \text{Now, as you can see, when move } \triangle ABC \text{ to } \triangle DEF \text{ they can be matched completely, so } \triangle ABC \cong \triangle DEF. \\
\end{align*} \]

Note: \( \times \) denotes the display of the content when a fact is properly selected.
\( \ast \ast \) denotes the window of performing the answer question from F4 to F9.

(d) F4

Fig. 4.3 V-Form instance of template CAI_Course (Continued)
Fig. 4.3 V-Form instance of template CAL_Course (Continued)
Fig. 4.3 V-Form instance of template CAI_Course (Continued)
Fig. 4.4 Control Flow of CAI_Course
5. INTERPRETING ENVIRONMENT

After the completion of sketching the whole courseware, an internal structure as shown in Fig. 3.3 is automatically obtained. Then, the internal structure can be interpreted by a VIPS interpreter. There are two ways to interpret the internal structure, one is through a self-designed interpreter, the other is using an existing one (such as CProlog)². In consideration of the portability and sometimes in need of unification and backtracking in the execution of a V-Form instance, a current existing Prolog interpreter is adopted. With this approach, a mapping algorithm is needed to translate the internal structure to Prolog facts and rules. Accordingly, VIPS can be easily ported to another system for execution if it has an available Prolog interpreter.

The mapping algorithm given below translates the internal structure synthesized by VIPS to Prolog facts and rules.

Step 1: Assert the goal
?- consult('syslib.pro').

Step 2: Repeat
get a node from the resulting file generated by the interface language;
if the node encountered is a SN then
begin { Assert 4 facts and 1 rule }
  vform('System-name',0,_0,0,0,0,first_page_list).
  coordinate(0,0). { initial setup }
  procedure(0).
  workset([0]).
  go:-valid(0), fcn(_0,first_page_list).
end;
if the node encountered is a FCN then
begin { Assert 1 fact and 1 optional rule }
  vform(name,id,alias,row,col,wide,height,sublist).
  if this FCN is non-atom then
  begin { Assert 1 rule }
    go:-valid(id), fcn(name,id,sublist).
  end;
end;
if the node encountered is a MN then
begin { Assert 1 facts }
  content(name:id_of_FCN,type,characteristic,contents).
end;
if the node encountered is a AN then
begin { Assert 1 rule }
  procedure(id_of_FCN):-condition and action.
end;
until no_more_node;

Step 3: Assert the goal
?-go. { start execution }
In the algorithm, the information kept in FCN, MN, and AN are directly mapped to the predicates: `vform`, `content`, and `procedure` respectively. Predicates `coordinate` and `workset` offer the scope of selection during execution. The other predicates not mentioned above are all system predicates in the file `syslib.pro`, which are consulted in step 1. Table 5.1 shows a summary of these system predicates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>System Predicates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Strategy</td>
<td><code>fcn, fired, valid, position</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Manipulation</td>
<td><code>make workset</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Management</td>
<td><code>show</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Communication</td>
<td><code>get response, system</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the beginning, the facts: `coordinate(0,0)`, `procedure(0)`, and `workset([0])` give a unconditional display of the V-Form in Fig. 4.3(a) and then an unification is initiated by the predicate: `fcn`. This predicate accepts user's input (from a mouse or a pointing device) to select one of the next appropriate V-Forms. V-Forms with either TEXT or VFORM type are directly manipulated by window management predicate, while GRAPH, VOICE, ANIMATION, or BIT-MAP are delivered to a graphics or voice subsystem for execution by predicate: `system`.

Applying the mapping algorithm to the internal structure generated as shown in Fig. 3.3, we have:

```prolog
?- consult('syslib.pro').

vform('CAI_Course',0,_,0,0,0,0,[topic:1,pic1:2,pic2:3,ask:4,yes:5,no:6]).
coordinate(0,0).
procedure(0).
workset([0]).
go:-valid(0),fcn(_,0,[topic:1,pic1:2,pic2:3,ask:4,yes:5,no:6]).

vform(topic,1,0,6,21,38,1,[]).
procedure(1).
content(topic:1,text,bold,'Theorem proving on triangle coincidence').

vform(pic1,2,0,2,35,10,4,[]).
procedure(2):-system("r circle1").
content(pic1:2,animation,normal,'...').
```
6. CONCLUSION

VIPS provides a visual programming environment for teachers to develop their own coursewares without going into detailed programming that must be adhered strictly to syntax rules. What they need is through what-they-sketch-is-what-they-get operations to imitate their teaching in classroom. Under this environment, teachers with or without any programming language background can describe their specialized knowledge through processing VIPS to get the desired applications. This will release teachers from doing arduous and tedious works.

VIPS has a V-Form Definition Language and a V-Form Manipulation Language to support the teacher interfacing with the system in visual. VIPS then structuralizes V-Forms into an unique internal structure. A mapping algorithm is devised to translate the internal structure into Prolog predicates. These predicates can be executed by a CProlog interpreter under the environment of VAX/VMS on VAX 11/785.

VIPS is only an experiment system in the study of visual programming and its applications. More knowledgable objects and their relations are expected to be included in VIPS in the near future. As a matter of fact, CAI courseware that can process the production rules will be proposed soon. But still, a theoretical understanding of visual perception is needed so that a designer can devise knowledge representations for wider objects in a more general way.
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